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Committee Powers and Membership

Committee Powers and Membership

1. The Committee on Standards and Privileges is a Standing Committee of the Northern 
Ireland Assembly established in accordance with paragraph 10 of Strand One of the Belfast 
Agreement and under Assembly Standing Order Nos. 51 and 57.

2. The Committee has power:

 ■ to consider specific matters relating to privilege referred to it by the Assembly;

 ■ to oversee the work of the Assembly Clerk of Standards;

 ■ to examine the arrangement for the compilation, maintenance and accessibility of the 
Register of Members’ Interests and any other registers of interest established by the 
Assembly, and to review from time to time the form and content of those registers;

 ■ to consider any specific complaints made in relation to the registering or declaring of 
interests referred to it;

 ■ to consider any matter relating to the conduct of Members;

 ■ to recommend any modifications to any Assembly code of conduct as may from time to 
time appear to be necessary.

3. The Committee is appointed at the start of every Assembly, and has power to send for 
persons, papers and records that are relevant to its enquiries.

4.  The membership of the Committee is as follows:

Mr Jimmy Spratt1 (Chairperson) 
Ms Anna Lo2 (Deputy Chairperson) 
Mr Steven Agnew 
Mr Cathal Boylan 
Mr Tom Buchanan 3 4 5 
Mr Colum Eastwood 6 
Mr David Hilditch 7 8 
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Mrs Sandra Overend 13 
Mr Robin Newton 14 15 16
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4 With effect from 8 December 2014 Mr Sammy Douglas replaced Mr Ian McCrea

5 With effect from 18 May 2015 Mr Tom Buchanan replaced Mr Sammy Douglas

6 With effect from 23 April 2012 Mr Colum Eastwood replaced Mr Patsy McGlone

7 With effect from 15 April 2013 Ms Paula Bradley replaced Mr Jonathan Craig

8 With effect from 6 October 2014 Mr David Hilditch replaced Ms Paula Bradley

9 With effect from 3 July 2012 Mr Alex Maskey replaced Mr Pat Doherty

10 With effect from 7 September 2012 Mr Francie Molloy replaced Mr Alex Maskey

11 With effect from 7 April 2013 Mr Francie Malloy resigned as a Member

12 With effect from 15 April 2013 Mr Declan McAleer replaced Mr Francie Malloy

13 With effect from 26 September 2011 Mrs Sandra Overend replaced Mr Michael Copeland

14 With effect from 7 May 2013 Mr Sydney Anderson replaced Mr David McIlveen

15 With effect from 16 September 2013 Mr Mervyn Storey replaced Mr Sydney Anderson

16 With effect from 6 October 2014 Mr Robin Newton replaced Mr Mervyn Storey
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Introduction

1. The Committee on Standards and Privileges has considered a report from the Assembly 
Commissioner for Standards on his investigation into a complaint against Mr Sammy Wilson 
MP MLA. The Commissioner’s report, which includes a copy of the complaint, is included at 
Appendix 1 of this report.

The complaint

2. The complaint was made by Mrs Dolores Kelly MLA and related to Mr Wilson’s conduct at 
a meeting of the Committee for Social Development on 16 October 2014. At that meeting 
the committee heard evidence from Mr Stephen Brimstone (the then Special Adviser to 
the Minister for Social Development) as part of its inquiry into the allegations made in a 
Spotlight programme in relation to Housing Executive contracts. Mr Jim Allister MLA had been 
questioning Mr Brimstone when Mr Wilson interjected to object to Mr Allister’s approach. It 
was Mr Wilson’s subsequent comments and his tone about which Mrs Kelly complained.

3. Mrs Kelly drew attention to four specific aspects of Mr Wilson’s conduct which she asserted 
breached provisions of the Code of Conduct. These were:

I. Mr Wilson’s reference to witnesses as ‘dodgy’. Mrs Kelly asserted that this breached 
the Code principles of Objectivity and Respect;

II. Mr Wilson’s behaviour towards the Committee Chairperson, Mr Alex Maskey MLA, 
whom he accused of partiality. Mrs Kelly asserted that this breached the Good Working 
Relationships principle;

III. Mr Wilson’s reference to Mr Allister as a ‘thug’ which Mrs Kelly asserted breached the 
Respect and Good Working Relationships principles; and

IV. Mr Wilson’s aggressive tone and language.

4. Mrs Kelly said that “…this is the second time Mr Wilson’s unacceptable outbursts have led 
to the suspension of the Social Development Committee…” She further asserted that Mr 
Wilson’s conduct had done damage to the reputation of other members of the committee and 
to the committee itself.

The Commissioner’s investigation and findings of fact

5. As part of his investigation the Commissioner interviewed Mr Allister, Mr Maskey and Mr 
Wilson. He also, inter alia, read the Hansard report of the committee meeting of 16 October 
2014 and considered an audio and video recording of that meeting. Having done so the 
Commissioner then established a number of facts which are set out in paragraph 7 of his 
report and which include the following:

 ■ At the DSD Committee on 16 October 2014 Mr Wilson was at all times acting in his 
capacity as an MLA.

 ■ The DVD of that meeting is a true and unedited audio and video recording of events.

 ■ Hansard of that meeting is a substantially accurate transcript of what was said during the 
relevant part of that meeting.

 ■ The conduct of Mr Wilson at that meeting received widespread coverage on TV, the radio 
and in the printed media.

 ■ Mr Wilson has offered no apology for what he said at that meeting: nor has he any 
intention of so doing.
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 ■ Near to the start of his speech to the DUP Conference on 22 November 2014 Mr Wilson, 
in a reference back to what he said at the meeting on 16 October 2014, said ‘Thank you 
very much for the welcome. It’s nice to know that I am amongst friends and not amongst 
thugs. Are there any thugs here today?’

The Commissioner’s decision

6. The Commissioner has pointed out that the facts of this case were not in dispute and that 
the sole issue is whether the admitted conduct of Mr Wilson at the meeting of the Committee 
for Social Development on 16 October 2014 was in breach of the provisions of the Code of 
Conduct.

7. The Commissioner has also pointed out that at his interview with him Mr Wilson did not 
accept that he had broken any provisions of the Code. Mr Wilson asserted that his right 
to free speech entitled him to say everything he had. The transcript of this interview is 
at document 9 of the Commissioner’s report. The Commissioner said that the right to 
free speech asserted by Mr Wilson as his defence to the allegations against him is more 
properly described as the right to freedom of expression. It exists in common law and is also 
enshrined in Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights.

8. The Commissioner has drawn attention to the judgement in Heesom v Public Service 
Ombudsman for Wales in which the case law on freedom of expression under Article 10 in the 
context of statements by elected representatives was summarised. From that judgement and 
the authorities referred to in it, the Commissioner has advanced a number of propositions 
relevant to this complaint. These are set out at paragraph 15 of his report. Having done this, 
the Commissioner has said that due regard must be paid to the rights enshrined in Article 10 
when considering whether the admitted conduct in this complaint breached the provisions of 
the Code of Conduct

9. In relation to Mr Wilson’s description of witnesses as “dodgy”, the Commissioner has said 
that this is at worst a mild form of abuse and does not amount to “an unreasonable and 
excessive personal attack”. Nor in his opinion does it amount to a breach of the Objectivity 
principle. The Commissioner’s analysis is set out at paragraphs 17 – 21 of his report. The 
Commissioner did not consider that Mr Wilson’s description of witnesses of “dodgy” in itself 
constituted a breach of the Code of Conduct.

10. In relation to Mr Wilson’s accusation that Mr Maskey was biased or partial in the way he 
chaired the Committee, the Commissioner was satisfied that Mr Wilson was, by virtue of 
Article 10, entitled to make the accusation of partiality even if it was wholly untrue. The 
Commissioner concluded that Mr Wilson did not breach any provision of the Code by the 
making of the accusation. His analysis of this is set out at paragraphs 22 to 25 of his report.

11. In relation to Mr Wilson’s description of Mr Allister as a “thug”, the Commissioner said that, 
despite the fact this comment was made in a political context by one politician about another, 
he did not accept it was protected by the right to freedom of expression enshrined in Article 
10 of the Convention. The Commissioner said that untruthfully describing someone as a 
“thug” is an abusive and gratuitous personal comment, that it amounted to an unreasonable 
and excessive personal attack on Mr Allister and that it contravened the Respect principle set 
out in the Code. The Commissioner’s analysis of this issue is set out at paragraph 26 of his 
report.

12. Finally, the Commissioner has considered Mr Wilson’s conduct in the round. In doing so 
he has had regard to everything that took place after Mr Wilson first intervened in the 
proceedings. Having done so he has concluded that Mr Wilson’s conduct was unacceptable 
and fell well below the required standard. He said that Mr Wilson’s conduct most certainly 
did not strengthen the public’s trust and confidence in the integrity of the Assembly and 
he was satisfied that his conduct would tend to weaken such trust and confidence. The 
Commissioner was also satisfied that Mr Wilson’s actions would be likely to bring the 
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Assembly into disrepute. The Commissioner therefore concluded that by his failure in this 
duty, Mr Wilson broke the provisions of the Code of Conduct. His analysis of these matters is 
set out at paragraphs 27 to 31 of his report.

The Committee’s considerations

13. In line with the usual procedure, Mr Wilson was provided with a copy of the Commissioner’s 
report. Mr Wilson was informed that he may provide the Committee on Standards and 
Privileges with his comments in respect of any matter raised within the report. He was also 
advised that he may choose to appear before the Committee to make his comments in 
person and to respond to any questions that members of the Committee may have. Mr Wilson 
neither chose to appear before the Committee nor to provide it with any additional comments.

14. The Committee considered the report at its meeting on Wednesday 18th March 2015 when 
the Commissioner attended and answered members’ questions. The Committee noted that 
Mr Wilson had cited his right to freedom of expression as a defence to the allegation that by 
his comments he had breached the Code of Conduct. The Commissioner again acknowledged 
that due regard must be paid to Article 10 of the Convention when considering whether Mr 
Wilson’s comments had breached the Code. However, the Commissioner set out how he had 
done this and was satisfied that Mr Wilson’s ‘thug’ comment was not protected under Article 
10.

15. The Committee was already aware that a public authority is entitled to restrict a person’s right 
to free expression provided that the restriction is (i) prescribed by law and (ii) is necessary 
in a democratic society for the protection of the reputation or rights of others. However, the 
Committee decided to commission its own legal advice which it then considered at a meeting 
on 15 April. After reflecting on its legal advice, the Committee discussed whether in this 
case a finding that Mr Wilson had breached the Code would be both prescribed by law and 
necessary in a democratic society for the protection of the reputation or rights of others. The 
Committee agreed to give further consideration to this issue and the other matters arising 
from the Commissioner’s report at its next meeting.

16. This meeting took place on 20 May 2015. At this meeting, before reaching its final decision 
on the complaint, the Committee gave very careful consideration to all the relevant factors in 
this case and to a number of specific questions. Having done so, the Committee was unable 
to reach unanimous agreement on its position. However, following divisions, the Committee 
agreed that:

 ■ leaving aside any Article 10 considerations, Mr Wilson’s use of the word “thug” was a 
breach of the Code of Conduct;

 ■ this “thug” comment was a form of expression protected by Article 10 and that a finding 
of breach of the Code of Conduct would therefore amount to a prima facie interference 
with Mr Wilson’s Article 10 rights;

 ■ a finding by the Committee of a breach of the Code of Conduct in this case would be 
prescribed by law; and

 ■ the “thug” comment was a gratuitous personal comment rather than a form of political 
expression.

17. When concluding that Mr Wilson’s “thug” comment was a gratuitous personal comment rather 
than a form of political expression the Committee considered the context of the meeting and 
what Mr Wilson had said before and after this comment.

18. The Committee was not persuaded that the “thug” comment was an expression or critique by 
Mr Wilson of the adequacy of performance of public duties by Mr Allister. The Commissioner 
has pointed out that the ordinary meaning of the word thug has criminal and violent 
overtones and has reported that Mr Wilson accepted this at interview. However, although Mr 
Wilson does not believe Mr Allister to be a criminal or violent person, Mr Wilson has at no 
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time publicly clarified that he did not mean his “thug” comment in this way. Mr Wilson told 
the Commissioner that his comment referred to the manner in which Mr Allister was treating 
witnesses – he said that Mr Allister had behaved in a bullying way and that Mr Allister “was 
violently using words”. Mr Wilson said that he did not think his comment needed or required 
an explanation as it was clear the context in which it was being used.

19. The Committee believes that Mr Wilson’s decision to not clarify his comments is instructive. 
The Committee believes that in calling Mr Allister a “thug” Mr Wilson was trying to insult him 
by making an untrue and gratuitous personal comment.

20. The significance of concluding that this was a gratuitous personal comment rather than a 
form of political expression is that political expression is given enhanced protection under 
Article 10 of the Convention. The Committee is satisfied that Mr Wilson’s “thug” comment did 
not attract this enhanced protection.

21. The Committee weighed up whether in this case a finding by it of breach of the Code of 
Conduct was necessary in a democratic society for the protection of the reputation or rights 
of others. In doing so, the Committee took into consideration all the relevant factors. The 
Committee balanced Mr Wilson’s right to freedom of expression and the public interest in this 
freedom against the public interest in proper standards of conduct by Members in order to 
protect the reputation and rights of others.

22. Having done so the Committee was unable to reach agreement unanimously. However, 
following a division, the Committee agreed that a finding of breach was necessary in 
a democratic society for the protection of the reputation or rights of others. While the 
Committee acknowledges the importance of Mr Wilson being able to exercise his right to 
freedom of expression, this right did not outweigh the public interest in this case in ensuring 
that Mr Allister’s reputation and rights were protected.

23. The Committee has therefore agreed that Mr Wilson’s “thug” comment amounted to an 
unreasonable and excessive personal attack upon Mr Allister and that Mr Wilson had 
contravened the Respect principle set out in the Code of Conduct. Although this finding 
interferes with Mr Wilson’s Article 10 rights this interference is justified. This aspect of the 
complaint against Mr Wilson is therefore upheld.

24. The Committee did not agree, however, that Mr Wilson’s conduct had brought the Assembly 
into disrepute. Mr Wilson’s conduct was unacceptable and fell below the required standard. 
However, the Committee has never previously found that a Member’s conduct has brought 
the Assembly into disrepute and has decided that it is not going to do so on this occasion 
either. The Committee has previously recognised that the ‘disrepute’ provision in the Code 
of Conduct is subjective – it means very different things to different people. The Committee 
has therefore agreed, as part of its review of the Code, that the new Code should not include 
as an enforceable rule provision requiring Members not to undertake any action which would 
bring the Assembly into disrepute.

25. The Committee agreed with the Commissioner that the other aspects of Mrs Kelly’s complaint 
should not be upheld. However, the Committee noted Mrs Kelly’s claim that Mr Wilson’s 
“outbursts” had on two occasions led to the suspension of meetings of the Committee for 
Social Development. The new Code of Conduct brought forward by the Committee provides, at 
Rule 13, that Members shall not act in any way which improperly interferes, or is intended or 
is likely to improperly interfere, with the performance by the Assembly of its functions, or the 
performance by a Member, officer or staff of the Assembly of their duties. Therefore, under 
the new Code, if a Member’s behaviour in committee was so improper, unreasonable and 
persistent that a committee was unable to exercise its functions, that Member could be in 
breach of Rule 13.

26. The Committee wrote to Mr Wilson on 20 May 2015 informing him of the Committee’s 
decision that he had breached the Code of Conduct and telling him that he should apologise 
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to Mr Allister for his comment. The Committee had agreed that an appropriate apology 
from Mr Wilson to Mr Allister would allow it to report that the matter had been resolved. Its 
correspondence to Mr Wilson explained this position. The correspondence went on to state 
that should Mr Wilson not apologise to Mr Allister by 29 May 2015, the Committee would 
have to give consideration to recommending to the Assembly that a sanction be imposed.

27. Mr Wilson did not apologise to Mr Allister by 29 May. He informed the Committee that he 
would not apologise to Mr Allister for this comment.

28. It is highly regrettable that Mr Wilson did not apologise to Mr Allister. Both the Commissioner 
and the Committee had concluded that he had breached the Code of Conduct. Mr Wilson 
should have acknowledged and accepted this outcome and apologised for his comment. 
An appropriate apology from Mr Wilson to Mr Allister would, in the Committee’s view, have 
provided a fitting and proportionate resolution to the matter.

29. Standing Order 69B (2) provides that, in consideration of a report from the Committee on 
Standards and Privileges where the Committee has found that a member has failed to comply 
with a provision of the Code of Conduct, the Assembly may impose a sanction upon that 
member. The Committee believes that Mr Wilson’s decision not to apologise means it should 
recommend that the Assembly impose a sanction upon him for his failure to comply with the 
Code.

30. Having considered the matter carefully, and having had regard to Mr Wilson’s failure to 
apologise, the Committee has agreed that Mr Wilson should be censured by the Assembly. 
This is a proportionate sanction relevant to the seriousness of the breach.

31. The Committee is satisfied that the imposition of this sanction is both prescribed by law and 
necessary in a democratic society for the protection of the reputation or rights of others. 
In coming to this position, the Committee again balanced Mr Wilson’s right to freedom of 
expression and the public interest in such freedom against the public interest in proper 
standards of conduct by Members in order to protect the reputation and rights of others.

32. The Committee shall therefore bring forward a motion for the Assembly to censure Mr Wilson.

33. The Committee takes this opportunity to remind all Members of the importance of treating 
others with respect. The Committee has brought forward a new Code of Conduct for the 
Assembly’s agreement and it continues to include principles of Respect and Good Working 
Relationships. These principles respectively provide that Members should show respect and 
consideration for others at all time and should work responsibly with other Members of the 
Assembly for the benefit of the whole community. And, while the new Code upholds Members’ 
right to freedom of expression, Members are nonetheless required not to subject anyone to 
unreasonable and excessive personal attack.
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Report by the Northern Ireland Assembly 
Commissioner for Standards on a complaint against 
Sammy Wilson MP MLA by Dolores Kelly MLA
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Introduction

1. On 4 November 2014 I received from Mrs Kelly a complaint dated 23 October 2014 alleging 
that by comments made at the Social Development Committee (‘the DSD Committee’) on 16 
October 2014, Mr Wilson had broken certain provisions of the Members’ Code of Conduct 
(‘the Code’).1

2. The complaint submitted did not meet the admissibility criteria set out in paragraph 3.2 of 
the General Procedures Direction in respect that it was not supported by enough evidence 
to establish a prima facie case that a breach of the Code had occurred. Following a Notice 
under paragraph 3.4 of the Direction Mrs Kelly, on 26 November 2014, provided the required 
information.2

3. Having considered the complaint and the further information provided I decided, on 27 
November 2014, that the complaint was admissible. That day I advised Mrs Kelly, Mr Wilson 
and the Clerk to the Committee on Standards and Privileges of my decision and commenced 
my investigation.

4. A copy of the complaint, the further information provided by Mrs Kelly and all other documents 
that I have relied on in reaching my decision are at Annex B.

Relevant Code Provisions

5. The provisions of the Code most relevant to the consideration of this complaint are at Annex A.

1 Document 1

2 Document 2
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The Investigation

6. In the course of my investigation I interviewed Mr Jim Allister QC MLA3, Mr Alex Maskey 
MLA4 and Mr Sammy Wilson MP MLA5. In addition to reading the Hansard report of the DSD 
Committee meeting on 16 October 20146 I obtained and considered a DVD of the meeting.7 
In view of these I did not find it necessary to interview the complainant but offered her the 
opportunity to meet with me if she wished to add anything to what she had sent me. Mrs 
Kelly did not avail of that opportunity. I researched the definition of the word ‘thug’ used 
by Mr Wilson8. I viewed the recording of Mr Wilson’s speech to the DUP annual conference 
published on that party’s website.

Findings of Fact

7. I found the following facts established to the required standard of proof:

1. At the DSD Committee on 16 October 2014 Mr Wilson was at all times acting in his 
capacity as an MLA.

2. The DVD of that meeting is a true and unedited audio and video recording of events.

3. Hansard of that meeting is a substantially accurate transcript of what was said during 
the relevant part of that meeting.

4. The conduct of Mr Wilson at that meeting received widespread coverage on TV, the 
radio and in the printed media.

5. Mr Wilson has offered no apology for what he said at that meeting: nor has he any 
intention of so doing.

6. Hansard of the DSD Committee on meeting on 13 November 2014 is a substantially 
accurate record of what was said at that meeting.

7. Near to the start of his speech to the DUP Conference on 22 November 2014 Mr 
Wilson, in a reference back to what he said at the meeting on 16 October 2014, said 
‘Thank you very much for the welcome. It’s nice to know that I am amongst friends and 
not amongst thugs. Are there any thugs here today?’

8. Mr Wilson’s speech was published on the DUP website.

8. In accordance with paragraph 6.13 of the General Procedures Direction Mr Wilson was 
afforded an opportunity to challenge any of these findings before I finalised my report. He did 
not avail of that opportunity.

Reasoned Decision

9. The facts of this case are not in dispute. The issue is neither whether Mr Wilson displayed 
good manners nor whether his conduct at the DSD Committee on 16 October would have 
been acceptable in the Chamber of the House of Commons. The sole issue is whether the 
admitted conduct of Mr Wilson at the DSD Committee on 16 October 2014 was in breach of 
the provisions of the Code of Conduct.

3 Document 5

4 Document 6

5 Document 9

6 Document 3

7 Document 7

8 Document 8
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10. In her complaint9, and in her letter of 26 November 201410, Mrs Kelly draws attention to four 
aspects of Mr Wilson’s conduct which she asserts breached the provisions of that Code, 
namely –

1. his reference to witnesses as ‘dodgy’ which she asserts breached the Code principles 
of Objectivity and Respect;

2. his behaviour towards the Committee Chair, Alex Maskey MLA, whom he accused of 
partiality. Mrs Kelly asserts that this breached the Good Working Relations principle;

3. his reference to Jim Allister MLA as a ‘thug’ which she asserts breached the Respect 
and Maintaining Good Working Relations principles; and

4. his aggressive tone and language.

11. Mrs Kelly further asserts that Mr Wilson’s conduct has done damage to the reputation of 
other members of the DSD Committee and of the Committee itself. Conduct that brings the 
Assembly into disrepute constitutes a breach of the Rules of the Code.

12. At interview Mr Wilson readily accepted that at the DSD Committee meeting on 16 October 
2014 he had referred to some witnesses as ‘dodgy’, challenged the partiality of Mr Maskey 
as Chair of that Committee and called Mr Allister ‘a thug’. He accepted that when so doing 
he had used a raised voice and gesticulated at Mr Allister. He did not accept that he had 
broken any provisions of the Code and asserted that his right to free speech entitled him to 
say everything he had. His language was, he said, an example of ‘the kind of robust language 
that takes place in these confrontational exchanges…..’11 According to Mr Wilson ‘Most people 
like to see a bit of red meat thrown in and people fighting over it.’12 He had not apologised for 
his actions nor has he any intention of so doing as, in his view, his actions had been justified. 
His reference at the DUP Conference to calling Mr Allister a thug was, he said, a light-hearted 
and humorous comment intended to waken up his audience in the first speech after the lunch 
break.13 Mr Wilson did not contend at interview that Mr Allister was in fact a violent person 
or a person associated with criminals. It was surprising that in relation to the allegation 
of bias on the part of the Committee Chair, Mr Wilson asserted that ‘everyone who is on 
that Committee has approached this subject from a predetermined point’ and that his own 
approach had been partial.14

13. The right to free speech asserted by Mr Wilson as his defence to the allegations against him 
is more properly described as the right to freedom of expression. Whilst it exists at common 
law it is now enshrined in Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights.

14. Article 10 of the European Convention provides:

‘1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold 
opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public 
authority and regardless of frontiers….

2. The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and responsibilities, may 
be subject to such formalities, conditions, restrictions and penalties as are prescribed 
by law and are necessary in a democratic society,…..for the protection of the rights and 
interests of others….’.

9 Document 1

10 Document 2

11 Document 9 page 13 letter B

12 Document 9 page 17 letter A

13 Document 4

14 Document 9 page 18 letter C
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15. The case law on freedom of expression under Article 10 in the context of statements by 
elected representatives was helpfully summarised in the judgement in Heesom v Public 
Service Ombudsman for Wales15. From that judgement and the authorities referred to in it, the 
following propositions relevant to the present complaint can be advanced –

1. The freedom of expression, enshrined in paragraph 1 of Article 10, is applicable not 
only to ‘information’ or ‘ideas’ that are favourably received or regarded as inoffensive 
or as a matter of indifference, but also to those that offend, shock or disturb.16

2.  While freedom of expression is important for everyone, it is especially so for an elected 
representative of the people.17

3. Expressions made in a political context enjoy an enhanced protection.18

4.  ‘Article 10 protects not only the substance of what is said, but also the form in which 
it is conveyed. Therefore, in the political context, a degree of the immoderate offensive, 
shocking, disturbing, exaggerated, provocative, polemical, colourful, emotive, nonrational 
and aggressive, that would not be acceptable outside that context, is tolerated….’19

5. The enhanced protection enjoyed by politicians ‘is not limited to expressions or critiques 
of political views …. but rather extends to all matters of public administration and public 
concern including comments about the adequacy or inadequacy of performance of public 
duties by others.’20

6. The right to freedom of expression under Article 10 ‘is not absolute: it may be restricted 
if (and insofar as) restriction is prescribed by law and necessary in a democratic society 
…. for the protection of the rights and interests of others ….’.21

7.  The enhanced protection enjoyed by politicians does not, however, apply to ‘statements 
which the publisher knows to be false’22 or to ‘gratuitous personal comments’.23

8. ‘Politicians are subject to “wider limits of acceptable criticism”….and ‘are expected 
and required to have thicker skins and more tolerance to comment that (sic) ordinary 
citizens.’24

16. The provisions of the Code of Conduct fall to be interpreted in a way which is, whenever 
practicable, compatible with Article 10 of the Convention. No argument was advanced by 
Mr Wilson to the effect that any of the Code provisions under consideration in the present 
complaint were inconsistent with that Article. No such argument could have been sustained. 
It is plain that the restrictions on freedom of expression imposed, for example, by the 
Respect principle, are not inherently inconsistent with Article 10. That said, due regard must 
be paid to the rights enshrined in that Article when considering whether the admitted conduct 
in this complaint breached the provisions of the Code of Conduct.

15 [2014] EWHC 1504 (Admin)

16 Paragraph 36 of judgement

17 Paragraph 36 of judgement

18 Paragraph 34 of judgement

19 Paragraph 38(ii) of judgement

20 Paragraph 38(v) of judgement

21 Paragraph  32 of judgement

22 Paragraph  38(ii) of judgement

23 Paragraph 38 (v) of judgement

24 Paragraph 38 (iii) of judgement
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Description of Witnesses as ‘Dodgy’

17. Mrs Kelly asserts that Mr Wilson’s description of some of the witnesses as ‘dodgy’ was 
contrary to the principles of Respect and Objectivity and so in breach of the Code.25

18. At interview Mr Wilson said that by describing the witnesses as ‘pretty dodgy’ he meant 
no more than that their evidence did ‘not all add up.’ He did not mean that the witnesses 
were criminals.26 That is consistent with an ordinary meaning of that word. He stood by that 
description of some of the witnesses. When asked to name these witnesses he claimed 
not to be able to recall to whom he had been referring. Nor could he recollect, he said, 
whether he had challenged the reliability of these witnesses when they gave evidence to the 
Committee.27 I found his claimed failure of recollection on these points far from convincing. 
Later in the interview Mr Wilson did identify Councillor Palmer as one of the witnesses to 
whom he had been referring and gave an example of what, he said, was an inconsistency in 
her evidence which he believed merited the description ‘dodgy’.28

19. Describing a person as ‘dodgy’ is, in my opinion, at worst a mild form of abuse. Even if it 
could be asserted that it showed a lack of respect that would not be sufficient to constitute a 
breach of the Respect principle. The Code makes clear that to contravene that principle mere 
disrespectful conduct is insufficient. There must be conduct amounting to an ‘unreasonable 
and excessive personal attack’. The evidence does not support a finding of any such attack. 
I am not satisfied that by describing some of the witnesses as ‘pretty dodgy’ Mr Wilson 
contravened the Respect principle.

20. Mrs Kelly further asserts that Mr Wilson’s description of some witnesses as ‘dodgy’ 
contravened the Objectivity principle.29 He had, it was claimed, reached a view on their 
credibility and reliability before having heard all the evidence. On Mr Wilson’s account, 
Councillor Palmer had contradicted her own evidence. If that is correct, or if Mr Wilson 
believed it was so, then it could be argued that there was some basis for describing her 
evidence as unreliable or ‘dodgy’; but whatever the truth of that may be it was neither prudent 
nor wise for Mr Wilson to express any view as to the credibility of any witness before having 
heard all the evidence. I do not, however, consider that his marked lack of judgement on this 
occasion was of such import as to constitute a contravention of the Objectivity principle of the 
Code.

21. I do not consider that Mr Wilson’s description of witnesses of ‘dodgy’ in itself constituted a 
breach of the Code of Conduct.

Partiality of Chair

22. Mrs Kelly complains that when he accused Mr Maskey of chairing the DSD Committee in a 
partial or biased manner Mr Wilson contravened the Good Working Relations principle and 
so broke the Code30. That principle requires Members to treat each other with ‘courtesy and 
respect’.

23. If true, Mr Wilson’s allegation that Mr Maskey was biased or partial in the way he was Chairing 
the DSD Committee could not constitute a breach of the Code.

24. Even if the accusation was, in fact, untrue I am satisfied that Mr Wilson was entitled to say 
what he did. He made the comment complained of in a political context and so enjoyed 
the enhanced protection afforded in these circumstances. The accusation was addressed 
to a politician, Mr Maskey, who is ‘expected and required to have a thicker skin and more 

25 Document 2

26 Document 9 page 11 letter C

27 Document 9 pages 10 & 11

28 Document 9 page 11 letter C to page 12 letter C

29 Document 2

30 Document 2
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tolerance to comment that (sic) an ordinary citizen.’31 Whilst Mr Maskey vehemently denied 
the allegations against him he made no official complaint about them.32 Nor did he take any 
great offence at them. Mr Wilson did not accuse Mr Maskey of involvement in or association 
with unlawful conduct nor was there any allegation of a personal nature or which, given Mr 
Wilson’s belief in the truth of what he said, could properly be regarded as gratuitous.

25. In these circumstances I am satisfied that Mr Wilson was, by virtue of Article 10, entitled to 
make the accusation of partiality even if it was wholly untrue. He did not breach any provision 
of the Code by the making of the accusation.

Description of Mr Allister as ‘a thug’

26. Persons such as Mr Wilson must, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, be taken to use 
words in their ordinary meaning. The ordinary meaning of the word thug has, as Mr Wilson 
accepted at interview, criminal and violent overtones’33. At the DSD Committee meeting 
on 16 October 2014 Mr Wilson was afforded ample opportunity to explain that when he 
had described Mr Allister as a ‘thug’ he had not used that word in its ordinary meaning. 
Despite the fact that Mr Allister had made clear that he took offence at that description of 
him, Mr Wilson did not avail of that opportunity.34 35 Although at interview Mr Wilson said 
that he did not believe that Mr Allister was a criminal or violent person he offered no such 
opinion at the Committee despite being given the opportunity so to do. Nor did Mr Wilson 
offer any explanation of the manner in which he know claims he used the word when it 
became apparent that his comment about Mr Allister had received widespread publicity. Mr 
Wilson’s acceptance that he did not believe Mr Allister was a criminal or a violent person was 
tantamount to an admission that he knew that his description of Mr Allister as a ‘thug’, in 
the normal meaning of that word, was untrue. Untruthfully describing someone as a ‘thug’ is 
an abusive and gratuitous personal comment. Despite the fact that it was made in a political 
context by one politician about another, I do not accept that the comment was protected by 
the right to freedom of expression enshrined in Article 10 of the Convention. I do accept 
that it amounted to an unreasonable and excessive personal attack on Mr Allister and that it 
contravened the Respect principle set out in the Code.

Breach of Rules of Code

27. One of the rules of the Code is that:

‘Members shall at all times conduct themselves in a manner which will tend to maintain 
and strengthen the public’s trust and confidence in the integrity of the Assembly and never 
undertake any action which would bring the Assembly into disrepute.’

28. In reaching my decision on whether Mr Wilson breached that rule through his conduct at 
the DSD Committee I have had regard to everything that took place after Mr Wilson first 
intervened in the proceedings. Although I have found that his description of some of the 
witnesses as ‘dodgy’ and his allegation of bias against the Committee Chair did not, when 
viewed in isolation, constitute a breach of the Code, it is appropriate to have regard to 
them when considering whether Mr Wilson’s conduct, when viewed in the round, constituted 
a breach of the rule. I have had regard also to Mr Wilson’s description of Mr Allister as a 
‘thug’, to his failure to apologise for or publically explain that remark, to his raised voice, 
to his gesticulation as well as to all the evidence Mr Wilson gave at interview and to the 
circumstances in which the conduct took place.

31 Paragraph 38(iii) of judgement

32 Document 6

33 Document 8

34 At interview Mr Allister said that he did not submit a complaint as he was aware that another Member had already 
done so

35 Document 3
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29. I am not aware of any useful precedent, either in the Assembly Chamber or in any Committee, 
on the acceptability of conduct such as that of Mr Wilson. Unlike the House of Commons, 
there is no list of parliamentary language at the Assembly where each statement is 
considered on its merits having regard to the context in which it was made. However, I find 
it very hard to believe that had the events at the DSD Committee on 16 October occurred 
in the Chamber they would have been regarded as acceptable. Recently Mr Deputy Principal 
Speaker Mitchell McLaughlin (as he then was) observed, when dealing with remarks made in 
the Chamber by Gregory Campbell MP MLA, ‘It is well established that Members are expected 
to adhere to the standards of courtesy and respect in the Chamber and to avoid bringing 
the Assembly into disrepute.’36 I see no justification for any lower standard of conduct in 
committee.

30. Having had due regard to all these factors, I am satisfied that Mr Wilson’s conduct was 
unacceptable and fell well below the required standard. His conduct most certainly did not 
strengthen the public’s trust and confidence in the integrity of the Assembly. Indeed, I am 
satisfied that his conduct would tend to weaken such trust and confidence. Further I am 
satisfied that his actions would be likely to bring the Assembly into disrepute.

31. Accordingly, I am satisfied that Mr Wilson breached the above quoted rule of conduct and so 
was in breach of the provisions of the Code of Conduct.

Conclusion

32. I am satisfied, on the basis of the evidence, that by describing Mr Allister as a ‘thug’ at the 
DSD Committee meeting on 16 November 2014 Mr Wilson acted contrary to the Respect 
principle and so broke the provisions of the Code of Conduct.

33. I am further satisfied that by his conduct at that meeting, which resulted in the Committee 
being adjourned, Mr Wilson failed in his duty ‘to act at all times in a manner which will tend to 
maintain and strengthen the public’s trust and confidence in the integrity of the Assembly and 
to avoid any action which would bring the Assembly into disrepute.’ By his failure in that duty 
Mr Wilson broke the provisions of the Code of Conduct.

Douglas Bain CBE TD Advocate 
Northern Ireland Assembly Commissioner for Standards 
26 February 2015

36 Hansard 04 November 2014
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 Annex A

Most Relevant Provisions of the Code of Conduct

Principles of Conduct

Members shall observe the following principles of conduct, which include principles based 
upon the general principles of conduct identified by the Committee on Standards in Public Life 
as applying to holders of public office, and further principles agreed by the Assembly:

Objectivity

In carrying out public business, including making public appointments, awarding contracts, 
of recommending individuals for rewards or benefits, Members of the assembly should make 
choices om merit.

Respect

It is acknowledged that the exchange of ideas, and opinions on policies may be robust but 
this should be kept in context and not extend to individuals being subjected to unreasonable 
and excessive personal attack. Members should keep in mind that rude and offensive 
behaviour may lower the public’s regard for, and confidence in Members and the Assembly 
itself. Members should therefore show respect and consideration for others at all times.

Good Working Relationships

	 •	 Between	Members

Members should work responsibly with other Members of the Assembly for the benefit of the 
whole community. Members must treat other Members and the staff of other Members with 
courtesy and respect. Members must abide by the Assembly Standing Orders and should 
promote an effective working environment within the Assembly.

Rules of the Code of Conduct

Members shall at all times conduct themselves in a manner which will tend to maintain 
and strengthen the public’s trust and confidence in the integrity of the Assembly and never 
undertake any action which would bring the Assembly into disrepute.
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 Annex B
Documents

Document No Description

1  Complaint letter – 23 October 2014

2 Further information letter – 26 November 2014

3 Hansard – DSD Committee – 16 October 2014

4 Extract – Mr Wilson’s DUP Conference Speech

5 Jim Allister QC MLA – Note of Meeting

6 Alex Maskey MLA – Note of Meeting

7 DVD – DSD Committee – 16 October 2014

8 Dictionary definitions of ‘Thug’

9 Interview Transcript – Sammy Wilson MP MLA

10 Hansard – DSD Committee - 13 November 2014
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Minutes of Proceedings of the Committee relating to the Report

Wednesday, 18 March 2015, 
Room 21, Parliament Buildings

Present: Mr Jimmy Spratt (Chairperson) 
Ms Anna Lo (Deputy Chairperson) 
Mr Steven Agnew 
Mr Cathal Boylan 
Mr Sammy Douglas 
Mr Colum Eastwood 
Mr David Hilditch 
Mr Fra McCann 
Mr Robin Newton 
Mrs Sandra Overend

In Attendance: Mr Paul Gill (Assembly Clerk) 
Mrs Hilary Cleland Bogle (Assistant Assembly Clerk) 
Mr Jonathan Kerr (Clerical Officer)

Apologies: None

6. Report from the Assembly Commissioner for Standards on a complaint against a Member

Members noted the Clerk’s Paper; and the Report from the Assembly Commissioner for 
Standards.

The Chairperson invited Mr Bain to brief the Committee on his Report.

1.21pm Mr McCann left the meeting

Following this briefing Mr Bain answered questions from members. The Chairperson thanked 
Mr Bain who then left the meeting.

Agreed:  Following discussion the Committee agreed to seek Legal Advice and give further 
consideration to the Commissioner’s Report at a future meeting.

[EXTRACT]
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Wednesday, 15 April 2015 
Room 21, Parliament Buildings

Present: Ms Anna Lo (Deputy Chairperson) 
Mr Steven Agnew 
Mr Cathal Boylan 
Mr Sammy Douglas 
Mr David Hilditch 
Mr Robin Newton 
Mrs Sandra Overend

In Attendance: Mr Paul Gill (Assembly Clerk) 
Mrs Hilary Cleland Bogle (Assistant Assembly Clerk) 
Mr Jonathan Kerr (Clerical Officer)

Apologies: Mr Jimmy Spratt (Chairperson) 
Colum Eastwood

6. Report from the Assembly Commissioner for Standards on a complaint against a Member

Members noted the Clerk’s Paper; the Report from the Assembly Commissioner for 
Standards; and the Legal Advice.

The Chairperson welcomed Ms Kiera McDonald, Legal Adviser and invited her to brief the 
Committee on the Legal Advice.

2.01pm Mr Douglas left the meeting.

2.07pm Mr Douglas returned to the meeting.

Following discussion the Chairperson thanked Ms McDonald for attending the meeting.

The Committee discussed the timing of the decision that it needed to take.

Ms Lo proposed that the Committee should take its decision at today’s meeting.

The Committee divided:

Ayes Noes Abstentions

Ms Anna Lo Mr Cathal Boylan None 
Mr Steven Agnew Mr Sammy Douglas 
Mrs Sandra Overend Mr David Hilditch 
 Mr Robin Newton

The proposal fell.

Agreed: The Committee agreed to give further consideration to this issue at its next 
meeting.

2.20pm Mr Newton left the meeting.

[EXTRACT]
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Wednesday, 20 May 2015 
Room 21, Parliament Buildings

Present: Mr Jimmy Spratt (Chairperson) 
Ms Anna Lo (Deputy Chairperson) 
Mr Steven Agnew 
Mr Cathal Boylan 
Mr Tom Buchanan 
Mr Colum Eastwood 
Mr David Hilditch 
Mr Declan McAleer 
Mr Fra McCann 
Mr Robin Newton

In Attendance: Mr Paul Gill (Assembly Clerk) 
Mrs Hilary Cleland Bogle (Assistant Assembly Clerk) 
Miss Alison Ferguson (Clerical Officer)

Apologies: Mrs Sandra Overend

5. Report from the Assembly Commissioner for Standards on a complaint against a Member

Mr McCann declared an interest as a member of the Social Development Committee who was 
present when the alleged misconduct occurred. Mr McCann informed the Committee that he 
had given consideration to this and was satisfied that it was unnecessary for him to stand 
aside from the proceedings of the Committee on Standards and Privileges relating to the 
complaint.

Members noted the Clerk’s Papers; the Report from the Assembly Commissioner for 
Standards; and the Legal Advice.

1.10pm Mr Agnew joined the meeting.

The Clerk briefed the Committee on the issues to be considered.

The Committee discussed whether, leaving aside any Article 10 considerations, the Member’s 
use of the word “thug” was a breach of the Code of Conduct.

Following discussion, the Chairperson put the question that leaving aside any Article 10 
considerations, the Member’s use of the word “thug” was a breach of the Code of Conduct.

The Committee divided:

Ayes Noes Abstentions

Mr Steven Agnew Mr Tom Buchanan None 
Mr Colum Eastwood Mr David Hilditch 
Ms Anna Lo Mr Robin Newton 
Mr Declan McAleer Mr Jimmy Spratt 
Mr Fra McCann

The question was carried.

The Committee discussed whether the Member’s ‘thug’ comment was a form of expression 
protected by Article 10 and that a finding of breach of the Code of Conduct would therefore 
amount to a prima facie interference with the Member’s Article 10 rights.
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Agreed: The Committee agreed that the Member’s comment was a form of expression 
protected by Article 10 and that a finding of breach of the Code of Conduct 
would amount to a prima facie interference with the Member’s Article 10 rights.

The Committee discussed whether a finding by it of a breach of the Code of Conduct in this 
case would be prescribed by law.

Following discussion, the Chairperson put the question that a finding by the Committee of a 
breach of the Code of Conduct in this case was prescribed by law.

The Committee divided:

Ayes Noes Abstentions

Mr Steven Agnew Mr Tom Buchanan None 
Mr Colum Eastwood Mr David Hilditch 
Ms Anna Lo Mr Robin Newton 
Mr Declan McAleer Mr Jimmy Spratt 
Mr Fra McCann

The question was carried.

The Committee discussed whether the Member’s ‘thug’ comment was a form of political 
expression or a gratuitous personal comment.

1.25pm Mr Boylan joined the meeting

Following discussion, Mr Eastwood proposed that the Member’s ‘thug’ comment was a 
gratuitous personal comment.

The Committee divided:

Ayes Noes Abstentions

Mr Steven Agnew Mr Tom Buchanan None 
Mr Cathal Boylan Mr David Hilditch 
Mr Colum Eastwood Mr Robin Newton 
Ms Anna Lo Mr Jimmy Spratt 
Mr Declan McAleer 
Mr Fra McCann

The proposal was carried.

The Committee discussed whether a finding by it of breach of the Code of Conduct in this 
case would be necessary in a democratic society for the protection of the reputation or rights 
of others. In doing so, the Committee took into consideration all relevant factors in the case. 
The Committee balanced the Member’s right to freedom of expression and the public interest 
in such freedom against the public interest in proper standards of conduct by Members in 
order to protect the reputation and rights of others.

Following discussion, Mr Agnew proposed that a finding in this case by the Committee of a 
breach of the Code of Conduct was necessary in a democratic society for the protection of 
the reputation or rights of others.
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The Committee divided:

Ayes Noes Abstentions

Mr Steven Agnew Mr Tom Buchanan None 
Mr Cathal Boylan Mr David Hilditch 
Mr Colum Eastwood Mr Robin Newton 
Ms Anna Lo Mr Jimmy Spratt 
Mr Declan McAleer 
Mr Fra McCann

The proposal was carried.

The Committee therefore agreed that by his ‘thug’ comment the Member had breached 
the Code of Conduct and that the interference with his Article 10 rights was justified as it 
was both prescribed by law and necessary in a democratic society for the protection of the 
reputation or rights of others.

The Clerk briefed the Committee on some remaining issues to be considered.

Agreed: The Committee agreed that the Member’s behaviour did not bring the Assembly 
into disrepute.

Agreed: The Committee agreed with the Commissioner’s decision that the other aspects 
of the complaints were not upheld.

The Committee discussed the action it should take as a result of its conclusions.

Mr Eastwood proposed that the Member should apologise to the Member whom he had called 
a ‘thug’ before Friday 29 May 2015 and that such an apology would allow the Committee to 
report that the matter had been resolved.

Mr Buchanan proposed that the Committee should report that no further action was required.

The Committee divided on the first proposal (Mr Eastwood’s):

Ayes Noes Abstentions

Mr Steven Agnew Mr Tom Buchanan None 
Mr Cathal Boylan Mr David Hilditch 
Mr Colum Eastwood Mr Robin Newton 
Ms Anna Lo Mr Jimmy Spratt 
Mr Declan McAleer 
Mr Fra McCann

The proposal was carried.

As the first proposal was carried the question was not put on the second proposal 
(Mr Buchanan’s).

Agreed: The Committee agreed that the Clerk should write to the Member setting out 
the Committee’s position that the Member should apologise and that if he did 
not the Committee would have to give consideration to recommending to the 
Assembly that a sanction be imposed.

[EXTRACT]
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Wednesday, 3 June 2015 
Room 106, Parliament Buildings

Present: Mr Jimmy Spratt (Chairman) 
Ms Anna Lo (Deputy Chairperson) 
Mr Steven Agnew 
Mr Cathal Boylan 
Mr Tom Buchanan 
Mr Colum Eastwood 
Mr Declan McAleer 
Mr Fra McCann 
Mr Robin Newton 
Mrs Sandra Overend

In Attendance: Mr Paul Gill (Assembly Clerk) 
Mrs Hilary Cleland Bogle (Assistant Assembly Clerk) 
Miss Alison Ferguson (Clerical Officer)

Apologies: Mr David Hilditch

5. Report from the Assembly Commissioner for Standards on a complaint against a Member

The Committee noted the relevant papers, including the legal advice.

The Clerk briefed the Committee on the current position and the options open to the 
Committee.

1.25pm Mr McCann joined the meeting.

The Committee discussed the relevant circumstances and how serious they considered the 
breach to be.

Following discussion, Mr Newton proposed that the Committee should not take any further 
action.

The Committee divided:

Ayes Noes Abstentions

Mr Tom Buchanan Mr Steven Agnew None 
Mr Robin Newton Mr Cathal Boylan 
Mr Jimmy Spratt Mr Colum Eastwood 
 Ms Anna Lo 
 Mr Fra McCann 
 Mrs Sandra Overend

The proposal fell.

The Committee discussed whether the imposition of a sanction in this case would be 
prescribed by law.

Agreed: The Committee agreed that the imposition of a sanction in this case would be 
prescribed by law.

The Committee discussed whether the imposition of a sanction in this case would be 
necessary in a democratic society for the protection of the reputation or rights of others. 
In doing so, the Committee took into consideration all relevant factors in the case. The 
Committee balanced the Member’s right to freedom of expression and the public interest in 
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such freedom against the public interest in proper standards of conduct by Members in order 
to protect the reputation and rights of others.

Following discussion, the Chairman put the question that the imposition of a sanction in this 
case would be necessary in a democratic society for the protection of the reputation or rights 
of others.

The Committee divided:

Ayes Noes Abstentions

Mr Steven Agnew Mr Tom Buchanan None 
Mr Cathal Boylan Mr Robin Newton 
Mr Colum Eastwood Mr Jimmy Spratt 
Ms Anna Lo 
Mr Fra McCann 
Mrs Sandra Overend

The question was carried.

The Committee gave consideration to which sanction would be the most appropriate 
to recommend. The Committee agreed that any sanction must be proportionate to the 
seriousness of the breach, bearing in mind all of the circumstances.

Following discussion, Mr Boylan proposed that the Member be censured by the Assembly.

The Committee divided:

Ayes Noes Abstentions

Mr Steven Agnew Mr Tom Buchanan None 
Mr Cathal Boylan Mr Robin Newton 
Mr Colum Eastwood Mr Jimmy Spratt 
Ms Anna Lo 
Mr Fra McCann 
Mrs Sandra Overend

The proposal was carried.

Agreed:  The Committee agreed that the Clerk should prepare a draft Report and draft 
Motion for the Committee’s consideration at its next meeting.

1.34pm Mr McAleer joined the meeting.

[EXTRACT]
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Wednesday, 10 June 2015 
Room 21, Parliament Buildings

Present: Mr Jimmy Spratt (Chairman) 
Mr Steven Agnew 
Mr Cathal Boylan 
Mr David Hilditch 
Mr Declan McAleer 
Mr Robin Newton

In Attendance: Mr Paul Gill (Assembly Clerk) 
Mrs Hilary Cleland Bogle (Assistant Assembly Clerk) 
Miss Alison Ferguson (Clerical Officer)

Apologies: Ms Anna Lo (Deputy Chairperson) 
Mr Tom Buchanan 
Mr Colum Eastwood 
Mr Fra McCann 
Mrs Sandra Overend

5.  Report from the Assembly Commissioner for Standards on a complaint against a Member

Agreed: Members discussed and agreed the draft Committee Report (as amended) and 
ordered that the report be printed.

Agreed:  Members agreed the draft Motion.

Agreed:  The Committee agreed that the Committee’s report should be embargoed until 
the commencement of the debate.

Agreed:  The Committee agreed that the Clerk should write to the complainant and 
the Member complained of informing them of the Committee’s decision and 
forwarding a copy of the Committee’s embargoed Report.

[EXTRACT]
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